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ABSTRACT
This paper describes water management in the Netherlands. Two major aspects are discussed. First the contentsof water policy, the organization and the legislative framework,
including the widening scope towards present day's integrated water management. The
second part of the paper deals with the question how the communications with interested
authorities, non-governmental organizations and the public has been organized in the process of decision making.

1 INTROOUCTION
Water management in the Netherlands and in other countries has become a complex process invalving many aspectsof water use by man, of ecological proteetion and rehabilitation,
of legislation and of policy making. The increasing complexity of water management, the
challenge to realize sustainable development and the increasing involvement of interest
groups ask for new approaches. These approaches are nat limited to the introduetion of
technica! innovations, e.g. new waste water treatment techniques and ad vaneed monitoring
strategies. They mayalso include the processof policy-making and policy implementation:
re-defining water management goals, the use of policy analysis models. multi-disciplinary
approaches, co-operation between authorities, riparian countries and between authorities
and water users. They all areelementsof water management policy of the Netherlands.
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2 THE NETHERLANDS
The Netherlands is located in the downstream region of the rivers Rhine, Me u se and Scheldt.
The area of the country is about 42,000 km 2 • As aresult of land reclamation, polder development and subsidence, more than half of the country would be under water without dikes
(figure 1.). Nevertheless economie activities are concentrated there.
ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF FLOODABLE AREA
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Figure 1. Economie importance of floodable area.
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The Netherlands is a densely populated country and, like many other European countries, it
has developed quickly this century.
Same illustrative data are presented in table 1. During the 2oth century our population has
increased from 5 million to 15 million inhabitants (nearly 400 inhabitants per km 2), and two
thirds live in areas that are subject to flooding. This increase in population went hand in
hand with a processof industrialization, urbanization and modernization of agriculture. Bath
industrial and agricultural production have increased enormously. Nature areas have been
reduced by about 50 %.
Table 1. Same developments in the Netherlands in the 2oth century
1900

1990
15

lnhabitants (millions)

5

lndustrial production (1980=100%)

20%

120%

Wheat (kg/ha)

1900

7500

Cows (millions)

1,6

4,8

Pigs (million)

0,7

14

T arrestrial nature areas and forests ( x 1000 ha)

800

449
/

In the course of time, water management in the Netherlands has passed through different
stages. All through history, water management was designed to support the demographic
and economie developments. In medieval times proteetion against flooding and against salt
intrusion played a predominant role . When these problems were dealt with, drainage, water
supply and water level control for optimum agricultural production became important issues
as wellas improvements forshipping and nav19ation .
Gradually, especially after World War 11, the scope widened to include the side effects of
these economie and demographic developments. Pollution of water, air and soil has become an acknowledged problem and an issue of widespread concern. In the field of water
management, the negative ecological effects of large infrastructure works were recognised
and acknowledged. The integration of the various functions of water, and the combination of
these functions with sustainable use of the environment became more and more complex
advocated for, making water management increasingly complex .
Water management developed gradually into integrated care for the condition and the use
of water systems. These water systems include the interrelated components of surface
water, groundwater, sediments, river banks, technica! infrastructure and physical, chemica!
and biologica! characteristics and the socio-economical and institutional aspects.
In 1985 the water system approach was formally launched. The water systems are handled
according to the concept of lntegrated Water Management. Th is concept has enabled water
authorities to tackle all water problems in a joint effort of all parties involved. Communication
and cooperation are keywords in this respect.
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Figure 2 Schematic representation of a water system

Figure 2. Schematic representation of a water system.
First the organisation, tools and practical results of water management in the Netherlands
will briefly be described, and then attention will be paid to the process of achieving consensus on a new water management policy.
Besides a national development in the concept of water management, a geographical widening of the scope of water management is of relevance. The international approach is
aimed at cooperation with countries that share the same river systems and seas: joined
actions in order to reach common objectives.
Besides international regulations have increased in number and weight. In this respect,
main attention is being paid to the European Union.

3 ORGANISATION
Water management in the Netherlands is a demoeratic affair: all public representatives are
elected periodically. Four levels of competence can be distinguished.
At the nationallevel, the first responsibility for water managementand safety lies with the
Minister of Transport, Public Works and Water Management. The second Minister directly
involved is the Minister of Housing, Physical Planning and Environment. This Minister is
directly responsible for groundwater and drinking water. Close cooperation exists between
the two Ministries, but also with a third Ministry, which deals with some important user
functions such as agriculture and nature preservation: the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature
Management and Fisheries.
The Netherlands is div1ded into 12 provinces and has 125 regional water authorities
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Where the national and regionallevel in water management is concerned, responsibilities
have been divided. Large waters of national importance such as the main rivers, lakes,
canals and the marine environment are managed by the state. The primary responsibility tor
the smaller regional waters lies with the provinces. The provinces have almast completely
delegated water management to the water boards.
At the local level, the municipalities (about 700) have some responsibilities in the field of
water management. They include the extension and maintenance of sewerage systems
and ground water level management in urban regions.
In the Netherlands drinking water is supplied by about 60 drinking-water supply companies.
They are public enterprises, roughly one-third of which is run by municipalities.

4 TOOLS FOR NATIONAL WATER MANAGEMENT
Juridical framework
Five main laws are directly related to water.
They are the Water Management Act, the Pollution of Surface Waters Act, the Groundwater
Act, the Soil Proteetion Act and the Drinking Water Supply Act. The Water Management
Act has a double function. On the one hand it aims at effective managemenLof the water
regime as a whole. To that end it provides for integrated planning with regard to the management of surface water (quality and quantity) and groundwater.
On the other hand it supplies instruments for water quantity management. Because of the
tight relationship between water quantity and quality management, this law is also of major
importance tor water quality management.
The purpose of the Poltution of Surface Water Act is to reg ulate discharges and to keep
surface waters as clean as possible. This law provides a framework and instruments to
regulate the discharge of harmful substances into the surface waters. The intention of the
Groundwater Act is to provide tools tor the administration of groundwater. lt contains instruments concerning groundwater abstraction and infiltration. The Soil Proteetion Act
covers soil and groundwater quality.
Finally, the management of drinking water supply -including planning, organization and
supervision- is regulated by the Drinking Water Supply Act.
The most important legal basis for pollution reduction is the second law, the Pollution of
Surface Waters Act, which came into force in 1970. This act features 2 main points:

1.
Every single discharge of waste water into surface water is subject to a discharge
licence from the authonty responsible for the receiving water. This authority can stipulate
conditions concerning the quality and quantity of the effluent.
2.
Dischargers of waste water bath into surface waters and into sewers have to pay a
pollution charge accord1ng to the principle 'the polluter pays'.
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Government periodically draws up programmes.

Financial framewerk
lt is calculated that the total casts of national public water management amount to al most 1
billion US dollars (1994), which is about 1 percent of the Netherlands Gross National Product.
This amount of money is divided between three fields of general public interest: safety
against flooding, water quantity managementand water quali.ty management. In table 2 this
is specified according to management level and per capita.
Table 2.

Casts of public water management in 1994 in millions USO
(1 USO = Hfl. 1,65)
insmutionallevel

total

capita (USO)

state

province

waterboards

communities

safety

453

61

75

9

599

39

water quantity
management

181

28

431

51

689

45

water quality
management

323

177

1038

868

2425

158

TOTAL

977

264

1544

928

3713

241

Tab te 2 shows that water quality management costs about tour times as much as safety and
water quantity management. The total casts of public water management are 241 USO per
capita. lt should be noted that this overview excludes specific interests such as drinkingwater supply and specific needs of agricultural and industry.
The prices of drinking water vary in different parts of the Netherlands. In 1995, the levels
vary trom about 1.55 to 1.85 (USO 1 to 1.85) per m3 . In addition, standing charges vary trom
50 to 96 Dutch guilders (USO 32 to 65) per year. Ditterences are caused by ditterences in
souree (groundwater or surface water), transportand purification casts.
The next table shows where the money for pubtic water management comes trom.
Table 3 Specificatien of casts of public water management in 994 in millions USO
institutionallevel

total

capita (USO)

state

provinces

waterboards

communities

general provisions

911

105

-

263

1279

83

tnterest- payment
- tnfluence

-

46

506

3

556

36

poltuters pays
(to government)

66

114

1038

59

1277

83

sewerage systems

-

-

-

603

603

39

TOT AL

977

265

1544

928

3715

241

principle:
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5 SOME ACHIEVEMENTS
Much has been achieved in improving water management in the Netherlands. I will give two
examples: proteetion against flooding and impravement of the quality of our surface waters.
By means of the examples it will also make clear that these achievements are part of a
continuous process.
Proteetion against flooding.
As about half of the country is below sea level, and another part is threatened by rivers,
proteetion against floods from the North Sea and rivers is of paramount importance. Two
severe floodings during this century, in 1916 (Zuiderzee) and 1953 (the south-west of the
country) led to concerted action to proteet the country against flooding by the sea. In 1932
the first large infrastructure work, the Afsluitdijk separating the Zuiderzee from the North
Sea, was completed. Several infrastructure works have been carried out since then . The
last one, currently under construction, is the storm surge barrier in the Nieuwe Waterweg,
between the sea and the main port Rotterdam. This project will be finished in 1997. Nowadays we realize that especially hard barriers have considerable ecological impacts.
Although the main effort in the past century was made for proteetion against flooding by the
sea, flooding by the main rivers has been given attention as well. Dikes along the rivers
Rhine and Meuse were strengthened over long stretches. This led to a reduction of the
flooding risk and in many cases caused an impact on the ecology and landscape of these
downstream areas. Recently, in the winters of 1993 and 1995, the country was seriously
threatened by floods in rivers Rhine and Meuse, due to extra~rdinary amounts of precipitation in the river basins. The dikes protected the people from flooding, but in January 1995
about 200.000 inhabitants had to be evacuated. lt was a narrow escape.
The politica! debate that foliowed resulted in the intention to strengthen the dikes along our
main rivers while integrating ecological interests and scenic beauty aspects. The efforts are
coordinated with the other countries in the catchment areasof the rivers.
This effort is scheduled to 1997.
As mentioned the infrastructure works that were realized in the past have led to side effects
which - according to our present-day experience and judgement - are undesirable. Dams
and locks hampered the migration of fish, the natural sequence trom fresh via brackish to
salt waters almast disappeared in our country. Efficient drainage systems and intensive
agricultural use of the land, groundwater abstractions and urban drainage has led to depletion of the groundwater table. About 424,000 ha of nature area, which is more than 50% of
the total, suffers trom dehydration.
The mitigation, restoration and compensation of these negative side effects of measures
taken in the past is one of the challenges we face nowadays. Extensive and expensive
programmes have been initiated in a joint effort by all authorities to meet this challenge. An
example in this field is the restoration of migration routes and spawning areas for fish, as a
part of the international action program for the rehabilitation of the river Rhine.
Water pollution
The introduetion of the Pollulion of Surface Waters Act, back in 1970, was the jurid1cal
incentive to cambat water pollution. The development in water qual1ty over the last decades
cao be illustrated by the discharge reduction of oxygen-consuming substances.
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In the early seventies, the level of surface water pollution due to oxygen-consuming substances amounted to approximately 40 million i.e. About 75% of this amount originated trom
industry, while the remainder came trom households. Due to the construction of waste
water treatment plants, the total discharge has been reduced by more than 80% .
By now the oxygen content of the large Dutch surface waters is mostly good, although local
problems can still arise.
Where heavy metals are concerned, an effort has been made to reduce discharges. This
was not an effort by the Netherlands alone. In a country downstream of large international
rivers, an international approach has proven to be essential. Especially joint efforts to reduce industrial discharges within the frameworkof the Rhine cooperation have led to visible
results. This is illustrated in fig. 3.
ton/year
ü

diffuse

~

householcts

0

industrial

/

Figure 3. Development of 5 heavy metals in the contamination of surface waters.
Figure 3 shows, however, that the international objectives, as agreed u pon within the framewerk of the Rhine and North Sea Action Programmes, have not yet been achieved. The
loads of heavy metals, but alsoother pollutants such as nutrients and organic micropollutants
(PAH's, pesticides), are in a number of cases too high. A continued effort is needed to
reduce these loads. In the coming years diffuse sourees such as agriculture will more and
more become the focus of attention .
The figures for the accumulation of heavy metals in sediment illustrate the results of a joint
international approach in reduction of discharges containing these substances.
An inheritance of water pollution from the past is the presence of large quantities of polluted
sediments. The amount of polluted sediments is calculated to be about 300 millions m3
Removal, treatment and starage are extremely costly. Finding creative solutions and financing them will be one of the main efforts for the coming years.
Water and sediment quality are favoured by an integrated approach m pollution prevention
at river basin level.
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The Rhine example shows that this approach works, also in international context.
Cooperation by riparian states, on the basis of equality, has gained and will gain more focus
in water management.
Th is is nat only the case for the river Rhine, but also for the rivers Meuse, Scheldtand Ems.

6 DEVELOPMENTS IN THE POLICY MAKING PROCESS; COMMUNICATION WITH INTEREST GROUPS.
Public involvement
The previous will have made it clear that many parties are involved in water management in
the Netherlands. Responsibilities are divided between various ministries and management
levels. Moreover, the problems that demand attention are numerous. The main effort is to
achieve that all parties concerned can express themselyes and (if possible) reach consensus.
A policy cannot be imposed trom above, but must rather be the result of an organised
dialogue between the authorities involved and interested parties.
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The point of departure tor integrated water management is that it requires integration of
many disciplines, trom both natura! sciences and socio-economie sciences. In addition water management stiould be shaped and implemented in collaboration with many government services, private organisations and pressure groups, and it should also fit in a social
context.
The interactive style offers a number of advantages, especially in cases where there are
many different opinions with respect to the policy to be developed. In the interactive style the
group responsible tor policy development is involved trom the very beginning, and meets
with the social groups involved, in order to develop policy together. Thus the chances to
gain wide support are much greater. In our experience an interactive process will initially
take more time than a reactive process. However, this time loss is usually amply compensated at the end of the process.
In this process all the various authorities are expected to dotheir best to reach consensus
on the realization and implementation of- water management. The essence of this endeavour towards consensus is, in the first place, to have a good view of the various interests and
possible solutions, which will lead to a better result in relation to financial sacrifices. Only
under these conditions can a consensus be reached that will be supported by the parties in
the long term. But it should be noted that total social consensus tor integrated water management will never be feasible. That would be a denial of politica! differences.
An important factor in the process is the role of knowledge. lntegrated water management
must promate co-operation between the various disciplines. Communicating the essence of
one's own field of studyin comprehensible language to people outside that field is an important step in these circumstances. Those involved must jointly determine what information is
al ready available, and whether any supplementary research is necessary tor decisions can
be made. The process of consensus formation should therefore also be concerned with
remaining research question to be solved
Another condition tor reaching consensus is that all parties have access to the same information. Common data files and models tor policy analysis and information setscan play a
valuable role in accomplishing this.
Only if these conditions are met, an insight in the salution margins can be obtained; only
collective solutions are sustainable in integrated water management.
Pillars of water policy in the Netherlands
The national policy on water management is outlined by the Ministry of Transport, Public
Works and Water Management in national policy documents. A new policy document is
publisbed periodically, to include new conceptual and technica! developments. The next
one will appear in 1997.
The main - common - objective for water management, as presented in the actual (third)
Pollcy Document was formulated as follows:
"to have and maintain a safe and habitable country and to develop and maintain
healthy water systems which guarantee sustainable use."
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A strategy has been determined basedon the results of the policy analysis. This strategy,
apart trom a continuation of existing policy lines, contains a number of new ones.
The following tour principles also played a part in the choice of strategy:

1. risk prevention: the precaution' principle;
2. keeping good that which is al ready good: the 'stand-still' principle;
3. coordination with:
other policy documents, for example realization of the ecological main structure
mentioned in the National Nature Policy Plan, detaiting the concept of 'the Netherlands a Waterland' (Fourth Report on Physical Planning in the Netherlands), the
realization of the environmental quality objectives of the National Environmental
Policy Plan;
current initiatives, for example agreements encompassed by integral policy planning, anti-eutrophication projects and the execution of the projects within the framework of the integrated area-directed policy and of policy in the area of physical
planning and environment;
international developments, with particular reference to Rhine and North Sea developments and a lso necessary developments within the scope of consultation with
Belgium conceming the Meuse and the Scheldt;
4. best prospect: greater efforts in the more favourable areas in order to achieve a visible .
impravement within the planning period.
/
The results of the policy a nalysis and these principles lead to the following strategies for the
planning period (1989- 1996):
a continuation of current policy, as expressed in the second National Policy Document on
Water Management and the Water Action Programme 1985-1989. The policy analysis
shows that the target objectives wil/ be achieved eventual/y by the current policy as wel/
as - depending on the water system- the application during the planning period of a
combination of the following supplementary measures:
accelerated reduction of pollution;
guided use;
hydrau/ie design;
impravement of administrative-organizational and instrumentallimiting conditions.
The multi-track approach, which will be foliowed in this way, gives a higher return than the
sum of the parts and as such forms the nucleus of integral water management.
Policy objectives of the multi-track approach can be summarized as follows .
Accelerated reduction of pollution:
- prevention of pollution;
- about 50 percent em1ssion reduction of pollutants in 1995 relative to 1985 and on ongoing reduction after 1995;
- more than 50 percent reduction of organic micro-pollutants;
- adaptation of standards.
Hydraulic design:
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Figure 1 3 Relatlonshlp between measures end ecologlcal recovery

Figure 5. Relationship between measures and ecological recovery.

- design shares and banks designed tor multiple purposes;
- conservation, restoration and development of the ecological main structure;
- restoration of specific types of environment.
/

Guided use:
- reduction of dehydration by 25%;
- sustained use of aquatic systems.
Organization and instrumentarium:
- integration ot water management tasks;
- harmonization and integration of legal instrumentarium;
- adaptation of financial instrumentarium.
International actions:
- agreements with Rhine, Meuse and Scheldt riparian states, North Sea states;
- reduction of calamity risk on the North Sea and the cross-border rivers;
- continue international research into rise of sea level.
The next national water policy document is in preparatien at present. The document will be
based on two main concepts. The first is a braad public discussion about the public's demands on water management for the coming years. Th is public discussion is facilitated by a
discussion document called "Space for Water". The second concept is a scientific one.
RI ZA has played a key role in the preparatien of the scientific basis for future water management since 1992. A project called "Aquatic Outlook" was initiated for this purpose .
The five cornerstanes of "Aquatic Outlook" are:
* extens1on and updating of knowledge about the water systems:
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* updating of knowledge about the uses of the water systems;
* analysis of current policy and policy to be implemented with the help of - partly - new or
revised quantitative rnadeis e.g. tor ecological aspects;
* impravement of intermation acquisition, processing and presentation;
* analysis of the impact of a large number of chemica! substances, which have not yet
been studied extensively.

Besides, the "Aquatic Outlook" project also tries to anticipate the requirements of national
and regional authorities to obtain more rapidly new intermation about the effectiveness of
their policy and about the possibilities to correct the policy.
National policy is a continuous movement This includes setting and achieving objectives,
development and implementation of new technologies and communication with customers
and the general public.

7 CONCLUSIONS
Water management in the Netherlands has been a subject of public interest tor centuries.
Responsibilities are shared by various authorities, including ministries, provinces, water
boards, communities and drinking water supply companies.
Communication between all parties and between the parties and the public is of main impartanee in achieving camman objectives. Th is communication starts with a proactive attitude
of nation al authorities. Proactive means here that targets and implementation strategies are
being proposed trom the responsible authorities. But it means a lso that options arîd alternative strategies are being discussed with an open mind with the parties involved.
Traditional management tools, such as legislation and financing have nat lost their importance. In the periadie actualisation of the national water policy however, authorities have the
opportunity and obligation to implement new scientific results and new demands of society
into appropriate management concepts. In this respect, management tools are being adjusted to the present situation. lt is the continuous interactive process between authorities
and users: partners in water management.
Water management of the Netherlands requires an intensive international cooperation as
the country lies in the downstream region of major European rivers and at the share of
the most intensely exploited sea of the world .
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